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BRAW BRIDES IS THE HOME OF SCOTTISH 
WEDDING INSPIRATION, FEATURING REAL 
WEDDINGS WHICH ARE DIVERSE, UNIQUE,  
AND INSPIRATIONAL.

IT’S A CELEBRATION OF CREATIVITY  
IN SCOTTISH WEDDINGS.
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Braw Brides was founded by Heather Masterton in 2013. After planning  
her own wedding in 2012, Heather just could not leave the wedding world 
behind and is constantly looking at new and unique interpretations of the 
traditional wedding. Heather is passionate about inspiring Scottish couples  
to have their wedding their way.

As well as bringing up her young family, Heather now works exclusively on 
developing the Braw Brides brand. With a background in design and event 
co-ordination, an exceptional network of contacts in the wedding market and 
an undying love of weddings, Heather is well placed to grow Braw Brides into 
the biggest and best resource for Scottish wedding inspiration on the web.

Heather
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The new Braw Brides blog, relaunched in November 2015, is now a fully 
tagged database of wedding inspiration. Featuring a searchable range 
of tags and categories, the blog allows couples to quickly research their 
specific areas of interest. Content includes barn weddings, naked cakes, 
coloured dresses, and any other aspects of a wedding you can imagine. 
The archive has been repurposed to offer this fresh functionality, and the 
meticulous categorisation will also give a longer shelf life to new features, 
which as of November 2015 are all retina-compatible. This makes Braw 
Brides amongst the very best looking wedding blogs in the UK.

Braw Brides is a great platform for unique suppliers to reach an audience 
of couples who are serious about planning a creative, unusual and exciting 
wedding in Scotland. 

the blog
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As of November 2015, Braw Brides is redesigned, rebranded, and totally 
retina-compatible, making us one of the best looking blogs in the UK!

The blog is also a fully searchable and categorised database,  
which means that the blogs that we host will continue to gain traffic  
beyond their first run. This makes us a great place to showcase your 
Scottish wedding content, with a targeted community of discerning  
and creative brides or grooms, and a state-of-the-art digital display.

We’re always looking for fresh content that puts a unique and inspiring  
spin on weddings. So get in touch if you feel you have a wedding feature  
in your portfolio that’s a good fit for Braw Brides.

>>  BLOG CONTRIBUTIONS
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The Braw Brides Wedding Workshop is a relaxed and highly informal  
exhibiton, where soon-to-weds can join #teamBB in a low-pressure 
environment and receive expert advice from the professionals about how  
to plan their perfect wedding! It’s a very effective environment for fostering 
relationships with possible future clients, and was very successful in its 
debut at The National Piping Centre in Glasgow in February of 2015. 

In 2016, the plan is to expand to a larger area, and offer a minimum of 
two workshops per year. Workshop exhibitor slots are in the first instance 
offered to #teamBB directory members. All exhibitors are encouraged  
to bring along a display with some degree of interactivity, to contribute  
to the ‘workshop’ concept.

> >  WEDDING WORKSHOP



#teamBB is our handpicked collection of awesome Scottish wedding 
suppliers. We’re expanding the collection just now, but we’re also building  
a very specific and diverse group of suppliers, and we’re looking to 
champion some of the best alongside some of the unknown talent  
in the Scottish wedding industry, in a structure that makes sense for  
all parties. The team is much more than just a directory - we have monthly 
social meet-ups, and directory members have priority status for spaces  
at our popular Wedding Workshop events, which are scheduled for twice  
a year. We also arrange Google Hangout sessions and occasional  
exclusive workshops on topics as diverse as social media, marketing,  
self-development, sales, Instagramming on a budget, and other topics. 

In some circumstances, we’re able to offer sponsored content within  
the blog. We always consider sponsored content on a case-by-case basis, 
so please get in touch to discuss in more detail.

> >  #teamBB

>> SPONSORED POSTS
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brawbrides

+44 (0)779 264 8333
weddings@brawbrides.com
www.brawbrides.com

say hello


